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Preface
The second edition of Riding the Helix Express appeared in 1992; the third in 2014.
Things seem to be moving much faster now, however. We have Helix 7.0 about three
years from the release of 6.2.
A lot happened to Helix between 1992 and 2014, all for the ultimate good of our
favorite database software. The most important event was the purchase of the Helix
source code in 2001 by a group of dedicated, independent Helix developers.
Operating on a shoestring budget, with investments from users and upgrade monies,
these people have worked miracles with Helix, including organizing and cleaning up
code written in multiple programming languages and making the transition to OS X
(first for the PowerPC and later for the Intel chip Macs). It was a long time coming,
but Helix is now and forever OS X native.
Note: Actually, the is the fifth version of my book about Helix. The first was
called Database Management with Double Helix II for the Macintosh and
VAX. It was published in a typical bound print edition. The next two versions
were Riding the Helix Express. They were published on paper in a loose-leaf
binder through a partnership with the company that owned Helix at the
time. It’s been so long that I don’t remember any more details; perhaps that’s
a good thing.
The Helix of today doesn’t look much like the product that debuted in 1985.
Nonetheless, the basic model is still Helix. It retains the visual environment that
debuted with the original product, including visual programming. In fact, you can
open most OS 9 Helix files with the OS X version. They will work, although some
tweaks may need to be made to font sizes and the placement of elements on a form.
The material in this edition covers new features added to the product since 1992,
including 7.0’s new elements, but retains most of the techniques covered in the
second edition. (Those that are simply outdated or superseded by new features have
been removed.) Just about all of the screen shots have been redone to reflect the OS
X version of the product. (In fact, virtually every graphic has been redone, in some
cases to introduce some color and in others to simply get them to show up in the ebook.)
Some of the examples of new features found in this fourth edition have been
implemented in my major working collection, SF Books. As some of you know, I’m a
pretty serious collector of hard cover science fiction and fantasy books. The
application that manages the book collection has grown into something that could
actually be used by a small library as its catalog. (It doesn’t manage patrons or
circulation, so it’s not quite a full library application, though.) I think it nicely
illustrates Helix’s strengths and weaknesses.
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Speaking of strengths and weaknesses: I discovered a major relational design flaw in
the SF Books database used as an example in previous editions that theoretically
required a huge redesign of both the database and the application. I’ve added a
discussion of that to the end of Chapter 2, and I’ve also given a nod (a very brief nod)
to Helix’s object-oriented characteristics (that’s Chapter 3). There are few examples
taken from the upgraded version of the application in this book as well.
I’ve removed the running example that trailed most chapters in previous editions. It
was added to the book in its first incarnation back in the late 1980s at the request of
the president of Odesta, the company that first marketed Helix. At this point, it
seems to me that it’s pointless to continue a rather weak murder mystery that does
nothing but rehash what’s in the chapter. Every once in a while someone tells me
that he or she really liked the running example, and I’m sorry if anyone will miss it,
but I think it’s outlived its usefulness.
If you have a copy of one of the earlier editions of this book, then you’ll want this
edition to bring you up to date. Features such as Publish and Subscribe that are no
longer supported have been removed. (That’s one of Apple’s “bright” ideas that
really didn’t pan out in the long run.)
If you’re new to Helix, then this book will fill in the gaps left by the software manual.
It has all sorts of application development techniques that you can actually use in
your own collections. The book doesn’t try to be comprehensive — that’s what a
manual is for—but it does explain some of the trickier concepts and presents some
stuff that is just plain cool.
Helix has been around almost as long as the Mac, and I still feel that same way I felt
about it in 1986: There is no easier database development system, anywhere. You
can get an application running faster than with anything else and it will be a
sophisticated application with a good user interface and tight data integrity. (And
I’ve tried just about all of the DBMSs written for the Mac and most of the current
open-source products at one time or another.)
High-end open-source DBMSs such as mySQL and PostgreSQL are very powerful and
scalable. However, they are not easy to use. Developing applications means
programming in something like Java, JavaScript, or C++. In addition, you need to
know SQL to do much of anything. Helix, on the other hand, has its own visual
programming language. You can use it without formal training in programming.
Note: The other multiuser DBMS for the Mac with a large market share — if
you don’t consider the open-source products — is FileMaker Pro. It’s been
around almost as long as Helix, but even today it isn’t as flexible or powerful.
It’s significantly more expensive to deploy. Its programming is limited and it
can’t do one of the most powerful things Helix can do: post. (You’ll see a lot of
posting in this book, beginning in Chapter 10.) FileMaker Pro also doesn’t
have Helix’s document management features. There’s a whole lot more to be
said about the comparison, but that’s not why you’re reading this book.
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A lot has happened in my life since I first met Helix in 1986. I’m certainly older, I’m a
parent, I’m retired, and I’m a lot less formal. (Older parents of teenagers who don’t
yet drive, like myself, tend to run around in a perpetual state of disarray and fatigue
with a nearly empty tank of gas.) As they say, “life goes on.”
So, there you have it …

Why A PDF?
This book is only available as a PDF, I’m afraid. Why no paper copy or other e-book
formats?1 As far as paper goes, it has nothing to do with saving trees. Printing and
binding your own hard copies is very expensive, especially because you’re almost
always working with a small press run. And color printing is many times more
expensive than black and white. In today’s technical book market, however, no print
publisher will consider a book like this because it has such a small potential market.
(The market is small from a publisher’s point of view …) So, e-publishing it myself is
the best option right now.
What about other e-book formats? The problem with the Apple, amazon, and Barnes
and Noble e-books for this particular book is what many people consider to be the
formats’ strengths: user-definable font sizes, changeable text line lengths,
changeable page sizes, and so on. Helix is by its very nature a graphic environment
and this book is very heavily illustrated. The only way to maintain the look and
integrity of the book is to use PDF, which duplicates the printed layout of a page. It
just doesn’t work very well in one of the more “adaptable” e-book formats.
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Foreword
Helix is tightly woven with the early history of the Macintosh. It succeeded with
users where other database products did not. (Not many people remember MacLion,
for example, which changed the Macintosh user interface so fundamentally that few
people wanted to use it.)
Before diving into how you use Helix, I thought you might like to have some insight
into the product’s journey. The last page of this foreword contains a timeline of the
major events in Helix’s history. (Helix’s history is interwoven with the history of this
book on the timeline. Sorry, couldn’t resist…)
The timeline does hide the details of a few of the darker periods, however, such as
the period when The Chip Merchant owned Helix and rather than developing the
product, took all the Helix revenues and put them into other parts of The Chip
Merchant business. The Chip Merchant went bankrupt nonetheless and Helix all but
disappeared with it.
The timeline also can’t explain why it took so long to bring Helix to OS X. There are a
number of reasons:
♦ Helix was originally written in Pascal, the programming langauge used for all
early Macintosh applications. Over the years, modules in other languages
were added, making the code rather convoluted and difficult to understand.
Figuring out code that someone else has written is difficult under the best of
circumstances, but when the code is in multiple languages, the task is
infinitely harder.
♦ There was virtually no documentation for the Helix source code. QSA
Toolworks got the code, but nothing else.
♦ Apple pulled some “fast ones.”
o During the time when Helix was being converted to OS X, Apple
changed from the Motorola PowerPC processors to Intel processors.
The code therefore had to be migrated from one software
development environment (CodeWarrior) to another (Xcode).
o More recently, Apple removed OpenTransport, the set of routines that
Helix Client and Helix Server used to communicate with one another,
from OS X. Unlike other changes, this one happened abruptly, and
therefore Helix Client/Server had to be modified.
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♦ Because Helix wasn’t OS X native, there were few new customers. Income
from the product was extremely limited and came mostly from upgrade fees
from existing users. That meant development proceded on a shoestring
budget. Once Apple removed support from OS X for the Classic envrionment,
Helix users had to stay with older machines and older versions of OS X. There
was certainly no money to market Helix, putting the developers in a classic
Catch-22 situation.
The solution to some of the financial problems came with the establishment of the
Europa program in 2011. Users could buy in with a $20 monthly payment. (Joining
after the start meant paying for the months elapsed followed by the continuing
monthly fee.) In exchange, Europa Pioneers (as they were called) received preview
versions of Helix and, when RADE shipped, the release version.
Other than Microsoft Word, I can’t think of any Macintosh software product that has
been around as long as Helix. (We won’t talk about that aging group of core
developers that has used the product for about 30 years…)
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Chapter 10: Introducing
Posting
Posting is Helix’s most powerful ability, and also its most hidden. With posting you
can update the contents of fields that do not appear on a data entry form, either in
the same relation or in another relation. That means that the Westview Heights
Recording Studio can enter an amount and the name of a category for the
expenditure into their cash disbursement journal and have the amount
automatically copied to a field for the specific category. The category fields, however,
don’t appear on the data entry form. When the Westview Community Chorus deletes
the records of businesses who haven’t purchased ads in three years from their
Donors relation, those records can automatically be entered into Do Not Send, a
relation created to contain the names of businesses to whom solicitation letters
should not be sent.
Whenever a child is absent from school (in other words, a new record is entered
into Attendance for a given child), Westview Elementary School #6 can
automatically update the total number of days absent for that child. The totals no
longer have to be computed when the summary report is run, but are always
available in the database. Rather than just receiving a beep and a “Why” message
when a user attempts to enter a book record containing a new author, the science
fiction and fantasy books database can automatically create the author record.
Posting is hidden in the sense that things are happening to the database that users
don’t see. (All other types of operations against a Helix database are visible on
screen forms.) Posting is therefore the only Helix activity that is invisible to the user.
Unless posting operations have been carefully debugged, they have the potential of
introducing a great deal of bad data into a database.
Setting up posting takes a bit more planning than anything else discussed so far in
this book. To give you a feel for how posting works, let’s look first at a simple
example and then come back and examine the many options and how they affect
posting operations.

Simple Posting: Adding Records to a Reference List
Of the examples of posting functions described in the opening paragraph of this
section, the science fiction and fantasy books database’s need to add new authors is
one of the most straightforward. Whenever a new record is entered into Books,
Helix should check to see if there is a record in Book Authors with a matching value
for the author’s name. If no match is found, then Helix should either automatically
create a record for the new author or present the user with a data entry form
showing the posted value for the user’s approval. The database developer has
chosen to do the latter, since she knows that people often make typing mistakes and
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don’t want to create new records for author’s that are really nothing more than
mistyped existing authors. (Unfortunately, there’s no computer that’s smart enough
to recognize a user’s typing errors!)
Posting is controlled by posting icons, one for each separate post to be performed.
The science fiction and fantasy books database developer therefore begins by
dragging a post icon into the Books relation window and double clicking on it to
open it. The Inspector then gives you overview of the posting configuration:

There are three sections that you will typically need to complete:
♦ Post configuration: This identifies the type of posting, the source and target
relations, and the way in which data should be matched when the post is
triggered.
♦ Post operators: This identifies the specific actions that should be taken when
posting occurs.
♦ Auto open view: This identifies a view (if any) that should be opened for user
input when the post is triggered.
If a data entry form is to be opened for the entry of new records, a small bit of
preparation must take place before the actual posting can be defined. The relation in
which new records are to be created must contain at least one data entry form that
is selected on a view icon. The science fiction and fantasy books database developer
therefore creates a simple template in Authors containing a data rectangle for the
author’s name and an identifying label rectangle. She selects that template on a view
called Book Author Entry.
Note: In the final implementation, this form also has a subform that shows all
author names beginning with the first two characters of what the user typed.
This helps the user recognize whether he or she has made a typographical
error.
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The first step in any posting operation is to provide settings for the post
configuration. You do this by clicking the rectangle across from InspectoràPost
PropertiesàPost configuration to display the configuration window:

The configuration properties are:
♦ Target relation: The relation to be affected by the action of the post. It can be
any relation in the collection, including the relation in which the posting is
being defined. Because the posting activity is to create new author records,
Authors is selected as the target.
♦ Source link: The field or abacus containing the value in the source relation
that should be used to match records in the target relation. In some cases,
you will want posting to occur when a match occurs; in others, you will want
posting to occur when a match doesn’t occur.
♦ Target link: The field or abacus in the target relation that should be used to
match records from the source relation.
♦ Post to: Determines whether to post to every match or the first match. When
First is selected, the posting operation affects the first record that matches
based on the source and target links. If Every is selected, the posting affects
all records that match. Because the books database developer is only looking
for one record in the Authors relation, First button is selected.
♦ Option: Specifies exactly which fields should be affected by the posting
operation and in what way they should be affected. When the target relation,
source link, and target link are specified (as they are in our example), the
default option is Option 2. Option 2 posting operations modify records if a
match can be found and create a new record when one isn’t present.
Because the database developer wants to open a data entry form whenever a new
record is created, she must choose the view to open. To do so, click InspectoràPost
PropertiesàAuto open view. A list of views in the target relation for which data
entry forms have been selected appears from which you can choose the needed view.
In this case, the Enter Author view is selected.
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The final step in completing the posting window is to specify exactly which fields
should be affected by the posting and in what way they should be affected. Click the
bar to the right of InspectoràPost PropertiesàPost Operations to display the Post
Operations window:

This window has a row for every field in the relation and three columns:
♦ Source Data: The field or abacus whose value should be posted.
♦ Post Operator: The operations that specifies what should be done with the
value.
♦ Target field: The field that should be affected by that value.
Initially, only the list of fields in the target relation appear. Once a field is selected,
then all of the fields and abacuses in the source relation that have the same data
type as the target field as well as posting operators compatible with the selected
option become available.
For the science fiction and fantasy books database example, the value entered into
the Book author name field on the Enter Book view should be entered into the
Author name field in the Authors relation. The database developer therefore first
chooses the field Author name from the Authors relation, then selects Book author
from the source data menu, and finally selects the operator that will insert a value
into a created record.
It is important to realize that the creation of the record and insertion of the value of
the author’s name would be automatic if no auto open data entry view were selected
for this operation. However, since an auto open entry view has been selected, the
value is not entered automatically. Instead, whenever a match between the author’s
name entered on the Enter Book data entry form cannot be found in Authors, the
Enter Author data entry form is opened so that the user can personally enter the
data for the new record. Nonetheless, the posting operation must still be specified.
Though the posting window is complete at this point, posting does not occur unless
one more thing is specified: Helix needs to know when to post. This is handled from
the view icon that is used to perform the posting operation. The Post Operations
section of the Inspector provides four situations in which posting can occur:
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♦
♦
♦
♦

Post on edit: triggered by Enter, Replace or Delete
Post on demand: Triggered by ViewàPost All or ViewàFind and Post All)
Post on print: Triggered by Print
Post on export: Triggered by an export of data to an external text file.

Because the books database developer is only interested in posting during data
entry, she clicks on the rectangle to the right of InspectoràPosting PropertiesàPost
on edit. The Post on edit window displays all the posting icons in the source
relation:
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When a user of the books database presses Enter to store a record with a new
author, the data entry form for Authors appears on the screen:

At the top of the form is the name of the author entered into the Enter Book form. At
this point the user has three options:
♦ Press Enter to accept the posted value and create the record in Authors. Helix
closes the auto-open form and returns to the book data entry form.
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♦ Modify the Authors record and then press Enter. Helix closes the auto-open
form and returns to the book data entry form.
♦ Close the Authors data entry form and modify the author’s name on the Enter
Book data entry form.
Note: As mentioned earlier, the listing of author names with the same two
first letters is displayed by a subform and is not editable. You’ll see how to
create this later in this chapter.
Once the auto-open form for the author name has been handled, the user can press
Enter to store the record describing the new book. Helix attempts the post once
more but assuming that a matching author’s name now exists, the Authors data
entry form does not appear and the book record is actually stored.

The Posting Operators
There are six different ways in which values can affect a target field during a posting
operation. You will find them summarized in Table 10. 1, along with the special
icons that represent each operation. Four of the operators — add, subtract, and both
inserts — act as you would expect. The add operator increases a previously stored
value; the subtract operator decreases a previously stored value. Insert always
(represented by the solid arrow that points to the right) replaces an existing value
or creates a new one if none exists. Insert on create does nothing to existing values
but does insert a new value if none exists.
Operator Name

Function

Increment

Increase an existing value (this operation is
undoable)

Add

Increase an existing value (the operation is not
undoable)

Insert always

Insert a new value when a record is created or
modified

Insert on create

Insert a new value when a record is created

Subtract

Decrease an existing value (this operation is not
undoable)

Decrement

Decrease an existing value (this operation is
undoable)

Table 10. 1 The posting operators
The first and last operators — increment and decrement — are unusual. They
command Helix to remember the previous contents of a modified field in case the
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value posted is modified. If the value posted is modified, then the operation (either
addition or subtraction, as appropriate) is based on the initial value of the field, and
not the value created by the first posting. As an example, assume that the Westview
Heights Recording Studio is using posting to keep a running total of the number of
minutes of studio time that each client rents. The total is kept in a separate relation,
Totals, with fields for the total and the client number. There is one record in the
relation for each client who has rented a studio. Whenever a record is created in
Appointments, the elapsed time is computed and automatically added to the total
for that client in Totals (details of how this type of posting is done appear later in
this chapter).
If WHRS uses the add operator, Helix simply adds the elapsed time to whatever
quantity is stored in Totals. However, what happens if a WHRS employee discovers
at some later date that a data entry error has been made, that a client is being
charged for several more hours than were actually used? The effect on the value in
Totals when the record in Appointments is modified depends on the posting option.
If posting is to happen on creation of a new record only, then there will be no change
in Totals. If posting is to happen on both creation and modification, then the new
value for elapsed time is added to whatever is currently stored in Totals. Neither
result is correct. Instead, the previously posted value should be subtracted from the
value in Totals and only then should the new value be added. The increment
operator works in exactly this way. If a posted value is modified, it undoes the effect
of a previous posting and then applies the new value. By the same token, decrement
undoes the effect of a previous posting and then subtracts a new value. Increment
and decrement are therefore most useful when running totals are likely to change,
as in a purchase order database, where the application must handle to handle
modified order quantities.

The Posting Options
In Table 10. 2 you can see the five posting options. As you can see, both options 3
and 4 include delete operations and are therefore potentially very destructive if not
used with care.
Option Action
0

Modify or insert values into the current record. To get
this option, you don’t specify a source or target relation.

1

Modify an existing record.

2

Modify an existing record.
Create a new record if an existing record cannot be
found.
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3

If source record is deleted, delete target record.
Otherwise, modify an existing record or create a new
record if an existing record cannot be found.

4

If source records are entered or modified, delete the
target record.
If source records are deleted, modify or create a new
record in the target relation as needed.

Table 10. 2 The posting options
Westview Elementary School #6 uses option 2 posting to keep attendance totals.
This is an alternative to computing the totals just on output, as was done in Chapter
7. The posting slows the data entry process somewhat, but speeds up the production
of the summary report. The source of the posting operation is the Attendance
relation, where one record is stored for each day that each student is absent. The
target of the posting is a new relation, Days Gone, that contains one record for each
student who has missed at least one day of school. Whenever a new record is
entered in Attendance, either a new record is created in Days Gone (if this is the first
time a student has been absent) or the existing value for the total number of days
absent is increased by one.
The Westview Community Chorus uses option 4 posting to keep track of businesses
to which letters soliciting ads should not be sent. Whenever a record is deleted from
Donors, a record is created in Do Not Send, a relation with fields for the business
name and address. A lookup into Do Not Send can then be used as validation criteria
for Donors, ensuring that deleted businesses are not accidentally re-entered in
Donors.
Option 0 is used to post values into the current record. The fields into which data
can be posted are those that are nonselectable or that do not appear on the data
entry form. The Westview Heights Recording Studio uses option 0 posting to fill in
some of the fields in their cash disbursement journal. The staff member fills in the
check number, date, payee, amount and payment category (the latter is an inert
field). The posting operation takes the amount of the check and copies it into a
special field that can later be used to create the traditional spreadsheet type of
output and to compute a variety of totals. Because this is the most unusual type of
posting, it appears last in the posting examples.
As with many database activities, there is often more than one way to perform a
posting operation to achieve a specific result. The examples that follow highlight
some typical situations and techniques. They are not, however, intended to imply
that these are the only way in which the same end can be obtained.
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Option 1 Posting: Batch Updates
A common use for option one posting is batch updating. Typically, a batch update
operation involves a transaction relation (one containing data about changes to be
made) and a target relation (the relation into which the changes in the transaction
relation are posted). The data in the transaction relation are usually kept only until
updates are made in the target relation; afterwards, they can be deleted. For
example, assume that the Westview School District wants to enter new salaries for
each of their teachers at the beginning of a new school year. One way to accomplish
this is to use sequential access commands and modify each teacher’s record, one by
one. However, may be faster (and easier) to create a transaction relation containing
the teacher’s names and new salaries and then instruct Helix to do all the posting at
once.
Normally, posting occurs whenever a single record is entered or deleted. However,
with batch updates, data from many source records can be posted with one
command. That command is ViewàPost All (applied to a list-type form) or
ViewàFind and Post All (applied to a non list-type form). Records are matched in
the order in which they appear on the form, determined by the current index; only
those records included in the form participate in the posting. This means that query
icons and abacuses can be used to restrict which records are posted. Assuming that
this type of posting is done as an option 1 post, then only the values from those
source records for which matching target records can be found are posted. Helix
does not verify that a matching target record is present; if it is not, the source record
merely has no effect on the target relation.
To do their salary posting, the Westview School District first creates a transaction
relation called New Salaries that will be used to post new salary figures into the
relation Teachers. It has the following content:
♦ Three fields, two for the teacher’s name and one for his or her new yearly
salary.
♦ A data entry form
♦ Optionally a list-type form for the posting. In this particular situation, every
record in New Salaries is posted into Teachers. It therefore makes little
difference whether a list or non list-type form is used in terms of selecting
records.
♦ Because Helix must search Teachers for matching records between New
Salaries and Teachers, performance is enhanced if both Teachers and New
Salaries contain an abacus that contcatenates the teachers’ names and an
index in that abacus.
The post icon is created in New Salaries (the source relation). The Post
Configuration window uses the full teacher name (no space) as the link for both
target and source:
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The Post Operation window shows that the new_salary field from New Salaries is to
modify the contents of the teacher_salary field in the target relation:

Note: The selection of option one precludes the creation of new records, even
though the operator can handle them.
The transaction data (teacher’s names and new salaries) are then entered into New
Salaries. This operation is much faster than if the modification were being made
directly to the Teachers relation because the lookup for the record that must be
changed does not occur at this time. Finally, a staff member configures the view icon
using the Inspector so that the view can be used to trigger the post:
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Posting should not take place during data entry, as it did for the book list example.
Instead, posting should only occur when the either Post All or Find and Post All
command is selected from the view menu. Therefore, the type of post is Post on
demand. At this point, selecting ViewàFind and Post All (if the view is a data entry
view) or ViewàFind (if the view is a listing view) initiates the posting. Because it is
looking at every record in New Salaries, looking up a matching record in Teachers,
and modifying the Teachers record, it may be a relatively slow operation for a large
school. However, posting is automatic and need not necessarily be watched by a
person.

Option 2 Posting: Keeping Running Totals
The option 2 posting that Westview Elementary School #6 uses to keep running
totals of the number of days that a student has been absent presents a problem that
creating new author records for the books database did not. The value that is to be
posted — the increased number of days absent — is based on a value already stored
in the database. In other words, the school’s posting operation should look up the
current number of days absent, add one to it, and then replace the existing value
with the modified value. This is what’s known as a circular posting, since it posts a
modified value back to its original location. Circular posting is very common and
though not difficult to do, does require a special technique.
As mentioned earlier, the total days absent are stored in a relation called Days Gone.
Days Gone has two fields, the student number and the total number of days absent.
An index on the student number helps performance, since the search for an existing
record in this relation is based on the student number. Though a list-type template
and view are useful during debugging to see what has occurred in Days Gone, the
posting operation itself does not require any templates or views.
The computation of the new value for the total days a student has been absent is
handled by an abacus created in Attendance:
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[ [Undefined [Lookup Field:'days_absent' for Field:'student_numb' =
Field:'student_numb' in Relation:'Days Gone' ] becomes CN'0' ] +
CN'1' ]

This abacus first attempts to find a matching value for the given student in Days
Gone. The Undefined becomes tile assigns a value of 0 to the lookup if no match was
found. The result of the lookup is then simply incremented by one. It’s the value
returned by this abacus that should be posted back into Days Gone. However, Helix
does not permit the direct posting of a result based on a lookup back into its original
location (the circular post).
The problem can be circumvented by assigning the result of the abacus to a field and
then posting the field’s value. Westview Elementary School #6 therefore created an
extra field in Attendance, new_total (i), which is an inert field because its value
should never be stored.
The next step is to place data rectangle on the Attendance data entry form. The
abacus increment days gone and the field new_total (i) are put in that data rectangle.
This assigns the value of the abacus to the field, which can in turn be posted back
into Days Gone.
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The posting icon is created in Attendance because it is the source of the posting:

The destination relation is Days Gone; records are matched on student number.
When the Post Configuration window has values for the target relation, the source
link and the target link, the default posting option is 2.
The final step in configuring the post icon is to specify the Post Operations:

In the first posting example in this chapter, only one field, the author’s name, was
affected by the posting. Posting operations, however, are by no means limited to a
single field. The school’s posting should operate in the following manner:
♦ In a modified record, insert the new value of the total days gone.
♦ In a created record, insert both the student number and the value for the
total days absent.
The operator for each target field is specified separately. The value of the New Total
field is inserted in either a modified or created record. The student number should
be inserted only in a created record. Though it would certainly do no damage to
insert the student number into a modified record, it achieves nothing (the number
has not changed) and therefore only wastes time.
Only one thing more remains to be done before posting occurs: The post icon must
be selected for the view from which it will trigger. In this particular example, the
post needs to be triggered when entering data into the Attendance relation using the
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Attendance Entry form. This will be a Post on edit because the post should occur
whenever a new record is entered into Attendance.
Note: More than one post icon can be selected for a form at a time. See the
example of option 0 posting toward the end of this chapter for details.

Option 3 Posting: Deleting Detail Records
A common use of option 3 posting is the deletion of detail records when the master
record in another relation is deleted. For example, when the Westview Heights
Recording Studio decides to no longer serve a particular client, they want to be sure
that not only is the appropriate record deleted from Clients, but that all associated
records are deleted from Appointments. (This is actually the inverse of data
validation that ensures that no record is entered into Appointments without a
matching record in Clients.)
The source relation for this operation is Clients because it is from this relation that a
user performs the delete. The target relation is Appointments (in other words, it is
the relation that the posting should affect). Unlike the posting examples you have
seen up to this point, this particular posting affects many target records for a single
source record. In other words, WHRS wants to delete every record in Appointments
that has a client number that matches the client number of a record deleted from
Clients. Doing so means that the posting needs to be Post Every rather than Post
First:

In this case, the Post options don’t need to be set. Because the object of this posting
operation is to delete target records, the posting operators, which deal with
inserting and modifying data, are not applicable. In fact, option 3 posting creates and
modifies target records when source records are created and modified. Therefore,
to avoid inadvertently creating records in Appointments when a new client is
entered into Clients, it is important that no operators are selected.
To trigger this post, the icon is selected as a Post on edit post for the Manage Clients
view. It is triggered when any data modification occurs, but as noted in the
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preceding paragraph, the configuration of the post icon ensures that nothing
happens during data entry and modification. The only time posting occurs is when
rows are deleted from Clients using the Manage Clients view.

Option 4 Posting: Getting an Automatic Backup of
Deleted Records
It’s often very important to keep deleted records. In the case of the Westview
Community Chorus, donor records aren’t so much deleted from the database
completely as they are moved from one relation to another. As you may recall,
whenever the decision is made not to mail a solicitation letter to a business, the
record in Donors for that business is moved to the relation Do Not Send. (In other
words, the record is deleted from Donors and a matching record is created in Do Not
Send.) A lookup into Do Not Send can then be used as part of validation criteria that
ensure that a deleted business is not accidentally re-entered into Donors. This is
accomplished with option 4 posting.
The posting window for this posting operation appears as follows:

Note that the source and target links aren’t specified. If a posting operation does
nothing more than create records, then no linking match will ever exist and it is
unnecessary to define a linking match. Though specifying the linking match does no
harm, it also serves no purpose because records are always added but never
modified.
The posting operations are:
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To complete setting up the post, the Send Deletes post icon is chosen as a Post on
edit for the Manage Donors data entry form. Then, a chorus staff member can use
Quick Query to find a record in Donors, delete the record, and have the data
automatically transferred into Do Not Send.
If you look again at the option 4 posting icon in Table 10. 2, you can see that
whenever a source record is entered or modified, the matching target record is
deleted. The example you have just seen, however, needs to use only the delete
behavior: whenever a source record is deleted a target record is created or modified.
Because option 4 contains the delete function, however, it can be very destructive if
used carelessly. In the Westview Community Chorus’s case, it presents no problem.
The posting tile was configured without specifying fields for record matching.
(Remember that records are only being created, not modified.)

Option 0 Posting: Flagging Records During Printing
As you have read, option 0 posting is different from other types of posting because it
modifies the current record. One common use is to set flag values that indicate
whether something has happened to a record, such as printing or dumping to a text
file. For example, an early version of the science fiction and fantasy books database
used option zero posting to indicate that book records had been printed on an
“accession list,” a list of authors and titles of new books.
To prepare for printing accession lists, the database developer first created a flag
field named Printed? in the Books relation. When a new book record was entered,
the value of Printed? was left undefined.
The accession list uses a simple list-type template:
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An abacus named Printed? restricts the records that appear in the list to those that
haven’t been printed (in other words, the value in the Printed? field is still
undefined).

The view icon is given no post configuration, which identifies an option 0 post. In
this particular example, the action of the post is to take the Books true abacus, which
contains a Display tile formatted as a flag and returning the value “true,” and insert
it into the Printed? field:
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As you know, posting can be triggered on printing as well as on data entry. To
ensure that posting occurs when you print, select the view icon and click on the
rectangle to the right of InspectoràPosting PropertiesàPost on Print. Put a check
to the left of the post icon you want to trigger:
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A user of the database can view the accession list as many times as desired without
triggering posting. The post only occurs when someone issues a Print command to
create a hard copy of the list.

Option 0 Posting: Enhancing Author Entry
The auto-open form produced by an option two post of an author’s name that you
saw at the beginning of this chapter provides the user with a list of similar author
names. In this case, similar author names are defined as all author names that begin
with the same first two letters as the author name entered on the book entry form.
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The related author names appear in a subform on the template:
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The subform-to-host link could be based on this abacus:

[Extract CN'1' through CN'2' from Field:'Author name' ]

However, when applied to every record in the Book Authors relation, the extract
operations causes the data entry form to open unacceptably slowly.
The solution to speeding up the opening of the book author data entry form is to
extract the first two characters when a new record is stored and store them
permanently in the database (the field First two). Then, the subform-to-host link can
be based on the field containing the first two characters and an abacus that extracts
the first two characters from the record being entered:

The index used in the subform link is based on the First two field. However, if the
index is built on the field alone, the related author names appear in the order in
which they were entered into the relation. To ensure that the related author names
appear in alphabetical order, the index must include the Author Name field in the
second position of the index window:
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The field named First two is filled by an option 0 post whenever a new record is
added to Authors:

As you can see, the option 0 post takes the result of the extract first two abacus and
copies it into the First two field. Notice that the posting operator is “insert always”
rather than “insert in a created record.” This ensures that the contents of First two
remain accurate even if the author name is modified at some later date. The post
icon is configured to trigger on edit.
Note: Some professional Helix developers prefer to do all data entry into inert
fields and then have Enter trigger an option 0 post that stores the data. This
gives them more control over where data end up. For example, you can create
a single form that sends data to multiple relations. You can also perform
arithmetic manipulations on the data before storing them.

Multiple Posts: The First Step in Creating a Cash
Disbursement Journal
Many small businesses keep records of income and disbursements on peg-board
spreadsheets known as journals. A typical cash disbursement journal generally has
columns for the date, a check number, a payee, the purpose of the check, an amount,
and then a number of columns into which the amount might be posted, depending
on its category. For some businesses, the columns represent types of expenses (for
example, supplies, telephone) that can be easily totaled. For others, the columns
may represent cost centers or accounts. A non-profit organization like the Westview
Community Chorus organizes its cash disbursement journal by category, since tax
forms require totals of expenses by purpose. A portion of a sample cash
disbursements journal page might look like this:
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There are two major ways to maintain a cash disbursements journal using Helix.
The first is to store just the date, check number, payee, purpose, amount, and
category. The formatting of the journal page is then performed on output, using
abacuses to evaluate the contents of the category field to decide where an amount
should be printed and when it should be added into a subtotal. This strategy
requires no posting and results in the fastest data entry and concomitantly, the
slowest output.
The other major strategy is to include one field for each category into which
amounts can be posted. Then, based on the value entered into the category field, the
amount is posted into the correct category field. The remaining category fields
remain undefined.
Note: At one time, when disk space was at a premium, the space taken by
unused fields was an issue. Of all the resources we use today, however,
external mass storage space is the most plentiful and inexpensive.
This is an option 0 post because the value posted is in the same record as the one
into which data were entered. An additional posting operation can be used to
update the current checking account balance (assuming that the journal
corresponds to a single checking account). If desired, the totals for each category
can be kept in another relation and updated at the same time.
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The drawbacks to this second approach are twofold. First, it slows down data entry,
since Helix must do the posting. Secondly, it is a rather complicated posting
operation to develop, since it requires one type of selective posting (in this case,
posting based on an abacus that contains a logical criteria, rather than simply
inserting or incrementing values). It also requires multiple post icons, one to
selectively post to the category fields and another to update the checkbook balance.
(A separate data entry form and posting operation are required to record deposits,
bank fees, and interest payments.) If running totals are kept, an additional post icon
is required. On the other hand, using posting to enter the amounts into the
appropriate categories enormously simplifies and speeds up output, making it easy
to, at any time, view category totals.
The Westview Community Chorus has chosen to implement their cash disbursement
journal using posting. What follows is a discussion of how that journal was set up.
Since it is a more extensive example of a posting application than you have seen to
this point, you should feel comfortable with the previous posting samples before
you attempt to tackle this one.
The cash disbursement journal requires four relations. The first relation,
Disbursement Journal, contains fields for the date, the check number, the payee, the
amount, the category, the checking account balance after the check has been
deducted, and one field for each category into which the amount might be posted.
For this particular implementation, there are seven categories — musicians, music,
printing, postage, supplies, fees, and miscellaneous — numbered one through seven.
During data entry, the category is chosen from a dynamic popup menu to avoid
problems with typing errors. The categories themselves are stored in the Categories
relation. Although the category names appear in the popup, the category number,
rather than the category name, is actually stored when a new record is entered.

Notice on the data entry form that there are no data rectangles for the seven
category fields:
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Though option 0 posting affects the current record, posting is permitted only into
fields that are not included on the data entry form or into fields on the form that are
nonselectable.
The two additional relations are Disbursement Totals and Deposits. As its name
suggests, Deposits is used to record deposits to the chorus’ checking account. It
contains three fields: the date, source, and amount of the deposit. (Interest
payments are recorded as if they were deposits.) The checking account balance at
any given time is kept in Disbursement Totals, along with the running totals for the
amounts posted to each expense category. Disbursement Totals has only two fields,
the category and the total for that category. (The checking account balance is
category zero.)
As you can see, the post operations windows uses one source abacus for each of the
category fields:
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The abacus for category 4, postage, appears below:

[If [ Field:'Catagory' = CT'4' ] Then Field:'Amount' Else X ]

(The other six abacuses are identical except for the value against which Category is
evaluated.) If the value stored in the field named Category is “4,” then the abacus
returns the value entered into Amount; otherwise, the result of the abacus is
undefined (the Else hole is empty.) The value returned by this abacus is posted into
the field Postage whenever a record is entered into Disbursement Journal. However,
an actual amount is stored in Postage only when the category is “4,” since at all other
times the source abacus is undefined.
It is possible to configure a post icon so that Helix triggers a post only when certain
logical conditions are true. (You will see an example of this type of conditional
posting in Chapter 13) .However, in this case, the post icon should always be
triggered (a value should always be posted into one category). What is being
selected is which of the posting operations should actually have an effect. The
moment this post icon is attached to the Disbursement Journal Entry view, it is
triggered every time data are entered or modified. The trick in this instance is
therefore to ensure that a value is available for posting (in other words, defined)
only under the desired conditions.
A complete cash disbursement system needs the following functions in addition to
the option zero posting just discussed:
♦ Update the checking account balance when checks are written.
♦ Enter deposits and update the checking account balance.
♦ Update category totals when checks are written.
Updating the checking account balance when checks are written is relatively
straightforward. The posting window is set up to locate the single record in
Disbursement Totals with a value of 0 stored in the Category field:
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Because constants cannot be entered directly into the Post Operations window, an
abacus called Zero is used for matching instead. Zero contains a Display tile,
formatted as a number, whose socket has been filled with 0. The posting option, 2,
creates a record in Disbursement Totals for the checking account balance if none is
present, copying a 0 into the Category field and decrementing the balance. After the
record for the checking account balance exists, option two just decrements the
balance by the amount of the check. (Posting of deposits is handled from the
Deposits relation in exactly the same manner, except that the balance is
incremented rather than decremented.
Keeping running totals by category is easy. All a posting icon needs to do is match
the value entered in the category field on the Disbursement Journal data entry form
with the value stored in the category field in Disbursement Totals:

Option 2 posting is then used to increment the value in Amount by the amount of
the check whenever a record is created or modified.
However, doing the posting in this way introduces a major source of error. Because
posting occurs when records are modified, any time someone modifies a check entry
record, the posting is triggered, adding the amount of the check to the totals,
regardless of whether the amount has already been added. The solution is to
prevent users from replacing data using the Check Entry form. (Doing so is
discussed in Chapter 14). This is consistent with standard accounting practice, in
which data are never modified or deleted. An error is corrected by entering
offsetting data. For example, if $25 should have been entered as $50, the error is
first corrected by storing an entry for -$25; the correct $50 is then entered. (To
adhere to standard accounting principles, users may also be prevented from
deleting data from the Disbursement Journal relation.)
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The complete cash disbursement journal has three post icons selected under Data
Entry on the Show Posting screen:

♦ One to post into the appropriate category field (the option zero posting),
♦ One to post the updated checking account balance into Disb Totals, and
♦ One to post the updated category total into Disb Totals.
Note that this is one of only two instances when Helix permits more than one item
to be selected in a list in a view icon. (The other involves providing users with a set
of indexes from which they can choose; details are in Chapter 14.) Managing
deposits is a separate operation. Data entry is done in the Deposits relation and, as
mentioned earlier, the posting of the updated balance is handled from that relation.
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